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Verpackungsmaschinen Made in Germany

Returned goods packed in  
transparent film for re-stocking

Comtex 3G/4G

The Fink GmbH seal of quality 

promises that this magazine is 

printed exclusively with materials 

and machines from Germany for 

ecological and economic reasons.

Shipping e-commerce 
orders in film with label



Comtex 4G for mail order  
and e-commerce:

Fully automated despatch and returns packaging line
The new generation of fully automatic packaging machinery
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The BVM „Comtex 4G Active“ packaging system is a fully automa-
tic solution for bagging products in a wide variety of sizes, without the 
need for adjustment.

The BVM returns system „Comtex 3G Returns“, allows returned 
items to be re packaged cost-effectively. Items are processed and put 
back into stock in their „original packaging“ which will save time, 
material costs and space.

The BVM „Comtex 4G Despatch“ is a complete outbound shipping 
system for the e-commerce industry, the goods are wrapped in PE 
film bags for dispatching directly to the customer.

The Comtex 4G side sealer, operates fully automatically in line, and can 
process products that do not have to be pre-sorted and may vary in size.
With additional integration options the system can provide full data 
management, in turn producing automated insertion of documents and 
applying a despatch label. These machines can meet the budgets and 
requirements of various sized companies, whilst providing a rapid pay-
back on capital investment.

These systems reduce the need for consumable storage space, costly 
packing stations and void filling material. The shipping label offers the pos-
sibility to map individual client data as well as different carrier information.

Transparent film is used for returns packaging and opaque, colored, or 
printed recyclable PE film is used for shipping packaging.

Many of the world‘s leading e-commerce companies have already embra-
ced this technology.


